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Scenario A:

	I originally thought I would do this simulation two or three times, but it took me about that to realize how it works. After I got the hang of the simulation I enjoyed it so much that I finished through it about nine times. On what I call my official “first attempt”, I scored a 651.  My team had an average morale though out the project, in fact, they were bored a times. I met the project goal in week 14, but went far over budget spending almost $20 over budget. I believe my highest score only reached a 778 after fiddling around with different options. 

	After running the simulation a few times, I favored a high skill level team of 2-4 individuals with some to extensive outsourcing. I would alter the amount of interaction I would have with my team depending on the skill level they were set at, turning it off if they were high-skilled and bored. If I micromanaged they were sure to tell me to back off and if I didn’t meet with them enough they informed me also. I tried running a couple weeks with a high number a group members but it just increased the stress level. I toggled between two and four workers, but if their were too few they would get frustrated and their productivity would lower. 

	The main issue with the high skilled team, even in lower numbers, is that they are so expensive. Even when I did extensive outsourcing our team was going over budget from the start. After several attempts, great attempts, I could not get under $50,000, which was still $7.5 over budget. I started one project with a few short project completion date of 8 weeks and I would have succeeded except I made a mistake of taking a team member off too soon and the team got instantly stressed and it threw off the whole project. I had a projection of 20+ weeks just from that mistake. Even though these simulations are a challenge, I am enjoying it so far. I am interested to see what other influences the targets will have on how we manage these projects.


Hi Shannon!
	I also struggled with staff morale! Every time the morale was going good, one little change would switch their whole moods and send me on a pivoting spiral. Once they were frustrated it was difficult to get their moods higher. I found that my teams did not want to build prototypes either, but maybe as we continue and get more difficult tasks they will become essential. Thanks for the post, sounds like you ddi a great job!

Hi Dorin!
	You were not alone in struggling with saying within the designated budget. If I didn’t spend money on skill and team members I couldn’t keep the morale up. You came up with a good method by taking the project slow and designating a pace. You mention it helped keep the project under budget and on time, but did the slower pace influence your team members? I enjoyed your post, thanks for your thoughts.
Until next time,
Rachel

Hi Bryan!
	It was very interesting to read about your experience because you had the exact opposite problem as I. Considering that I was over budget the whole time and under the expected time estimate most of the time, I was anxious to hear what you did so I could apply it next time. Minimal meets are a great idea, especially with an experienced team. I was also wondering, how many members did you like to use on your project team? 
Until next time, 
Rachel

Hi Owen!
	I’m not sure what is high or low for these project management simulations, but I think 662 is pretty dang good. It sounds like you succeeded in something I struggled immensely with. My team’s emotions were very consistent and then I would make one alteration and they would become extremely frustrated. I think next time I am going to plan meetings better and focus on what aspects can stay within the budget but help acheie the goal. Great post, it got me thinning! 
